Place- Nayakpatna
Name- Basanta Moharana

The better dawn tomorrow:
The young faith always has its aim to do something possibly under impossible ground. The parents are
also making a helping effect to their children who wish to make difference in the impossible grounds. They
proudly feel that their children are happy to enjoy their lives. When the child fails to prove the dreams of
their parents in proper sequences then the parents lost all the hopes and believes from their children.
However the child somehow try to improve with the support of any organized way makes also difference in
his living standard and the category of parents living.
In case of Basanta it was also derivable to understand the situation that his parents made their wish on
him. He struggles too long for his fits or epilepsy. He was provided medicines and the support of different
therapy or exercises. Gradually he recovered his mostly wasted times with the epilepsy. He survived well
with this disease and maintained more normal life. His parents requested the organization to arrange tuition
for Basanta that the child would be passed matriculation through all possible way made out of recovery.
Basanta is a deaf & dumb of 18 years old boy living with his parents in the village of Nayakpatna of sadar
block in Puri district. He is the son of Mr. Bhagban Moharana and Mrs. Minamani Moharana. He is the
youngest child of his parents of among 3 sons. His father is a shopkeeper.
Due to his disableness he was not talking and speaking clearly; though he has difficulty in hearing
and speaking he could not pass matriculation examination. When Basanta was in 1 year he was suffering
from epilepsy.
This case was identified by SNDAYP Organisation which has been working for the development of
disable children before 3 to 4 years. He had given a hearing machine before 2 years but it was not properly
working. So he could not use the hearing aid in his interests too long.
Parents wanted a tutorial teacher by interacting for Basanta who was to teach the child and make
him efficient. It was also a problem ahead to teach a disable child to pass in the matriculation exam. So far
a special teacher was arranged to teach Basanta managing speech therapy technologies matching with the
texts in academic books.
The gradual upbringing of the child was and should not to be deserted when we lost our hopes from our
children. The parents all most all thought like this way. We behave like a human being to provide our family
a better life and better environment for understanding each other in the family. The medications and the
gradual exercises under therapeutic uses also helped Basanta for recovering the success from the times of
epilepsy. Usually the times were increased when the child was remained clear to his health. Gradually he
was open to the study and appearing in the examinations. He was made prepare with the tuitions and to
appear in the matriculation. It was success of that child who did not escaped the 10th standard but
improved its natural condition to appear it.

